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EMPLOYEE’S RESPONSE TO GOVERNOR NEWSOM’S DEMAND THAT 
EMPLOYERS FORCE EMPLOYEES TO BE INJECTED WITH COVID-19 

“VACCINE” OR BE FIRED IF THE EMPLOYEE REFUSES !
PLUS !

EMPLOYEE’S RESPONSE TO ANY DEMAND FOR TESTING AND MASKING 
REQUIREMENTS IN LIEU OF AGREEING TO VACCINATIONS 

   Governor Newsom and the Legislature have unlawfully demanded that employers pressure 
employees to submit to injections for COVID-19 or face being fired if they refuse. Some employers 
have already told employees they will be fired unless: !

• they agree to be injected, or  
• they submit a form to request a religious and/or medical exemption, or 
• they submit to mask and testing requirements not demanded of vaxxed employees !

 In some cases, employers, including Kaiser Permanente, have even illegally demanded that 
employees undertake the time, expense and risk of repeated COVID tests if they refuse to be vaxxed. 
Such demands are major violations of California's Labor Code. 
 No matter what response my employer chooses to take to these unlawful demands by the State 
of California’s current regime, I intend to continue to work, and do not intend to agree to be injected 
with anything, or to be required to be tested or to wear  mask. 
 The reason is simple.  The Constitution of the United States of America provides me with 
certain inalienable rights, as specified in the Preamble and described in the First, Ninth, Tenth and 
Fourteenth Amendments.   
 The Constitution also provides that any treaty entered into by the federal government becomes 
the law in every single state.  That means that the Nuremberg Code, as contained in the International 
Covenant for Civil and Political Rights, Article 7 (hereinafter “ICCPR”), and ratified by Congress in 
1992, also gives me additional rights that match those less specifically contained in the Constitution.   
 In California, these more specific rights given by the ICCPR are found in California Health & 
Safety Code, sections 24170 et seq., which were adopted in California in 1978.  The California 
Legislature’s recent efforts to negate such rights via mere state legislation are of no force or effect, 
because, under our U. S. Constitution, no State can legislate itself out of a treaty’s terms. 
 Accordingly, I have a constitutional right to not be injected with any compound I do not willing 
choose without the use of any pressure, positive or negative, and without my fully informed, written 
consent.  I also have a constitutional right, as well as a statutory and an international treaty-based right, 
to not be pressured to participate in any human medical experiment.  A giant, world-wide human 



medical experiment is exactly what all these varying efforts to (allegedly) control COVID-19 happen to 
be, and I do not consent to participate in it. 
 Furthermore, the Newsom regime has no legal right to demand that employers violate their 
employees’ constitutional, statutory and international treaty rights.  Please think about this logically.   
 Can Newsom and the Legislature legally demand that employers force all employees to have 
vasectomies by firing them if they don’t do this? Can the federal government legally demand that 
employers take on such a task?  Can a state or federal government legally force private businesses to 
risk the potential injuries to the businesses – the loss of valuable employees, the loss of the valuable 
asset of community goodwill?   
 Can Newsom and the Legislature really legally force businesses to take the risk of litigation 
over wrongful termination, and the potential increase in unemployment insurance that will ensue, as 
employees refuse to quit, must be fired, and then may well turn around to apply for unemployment?  
And/or file lawsuits for wrongful termination and violation of the Nuremberg Code?  
 Of course not!  These laws and mandates are clearly unconstitutional, as well as violations of an 
international treaty (the ICCPR)  and of California’s Health & Safety Code.  
 But history shows that governments frequently choose to knowingly pass unlawful legislation, 
knowing that it is too expensive and time consuming to sue them for most people and businesses to 
fight them.  They have knowingly engaged in human medical experiments, experiments that harmed 
hundreds of thousands of innocent people: just a few examples: the infamous Tuskegee Study of 
Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male" (now referred to as the "USPHS Syphilis Study at Tuskegee), 
the intentional stationing of military personnel close to the fallout from the atom bomb tests in Nevada, 
the knowing exposure of civilians in southern Utah to such fallout (“the downwinders”) without 
warning them that the dust was radioactive and could present serious health problems (the government 
instead paid for car washes!), the giving of psychedelic drugs like LSD to unexpecting human lab rats, 
and other such incidences that took place in prisons and mental institutions and among the homeless. 
 In other words, Newsom and friends’ current legislation is a similar illegal and immoral effort to 
turn citizens of all ages into lab rats.  The “get employees vaxxed or else” legislation is no better or 
more lawful than what the Nazis did during WW II.  But we do not yet have the Gestapo here to 
enforce these illegal laws!   
 These mandate and laws are just Newsom’s and friends’ less-than-subtle efforts to get what they 
want done to be done by other people – businesses and business owners – thus shifting the risks of 
being sued by the affected employees onto private businesses, instead of bearing that risk themselves. 
Don’t we all wonder if these people have investments in the pharmaceutical companies that are making 
BILLIONS from these vaccines, tests, boosters, etc.?  So that not only are our politicians trying to shift 
the risks and burdens onto private businesses, but they are also very likely going to reap the benefits of 
those shifted risks?   
 So, for obvious reasons, I sincerely hope my employer will not be tricked into taking on 
Newsom and friends’ risks, so that they can reap some financial benefits.  But even if my employer 
decides to play Newsom and friends’ game, I am not going to play. I will not consent to being vaxxed 
in violation of my clear legal rights. 
 I therefore submit this written statement to my employer to explain my position, in the unlikely 
event that my employer decides to make a bad business decision and play Newsom and friends’ game. 
 First, I am not going to apply for any religious exemption from the COVID-19 injection.  I do 
not need an exemption from an illegal law.  Applying for an exemption would require me to give up my 
legal rights under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which makes it unlawful to discriminate in 



employment on the basis of religion or creed, or lack thereof.  No employer can reasonably expect an 
employee to tell the employer anything about their religious beliefs and practices for an exemption. 
  Second, an exemption from a COVID-19 injection is only relevant when an employee intends to 
exercise their legal right to choose not to be vaccinated with any compound as part of a human medical 
experiment.  In other words, an exemption would only be relevant if an employer were to illegally 
require me to choose between being injected or seeking an exemption.  I prefer to believe that my 
employer is not going to illegally follow Newsom and friends’ illegal legislation and mandates. 
 No one needs an exemption from an illegal law.  We all have a constitutional right to make our 
own health care decisions.  We all have the right to exercise our legal rights under international, federal 
and state law to refuse to be part of a human medical experiment, and to not be pressured in any way to 
be in such an experiment.  (See the ICCPR and California Health & Safety Code sections 24170 et seq, 
both of which contain the Nuremberg Code, which makes it illegal to pressure anyone, in any way, into 
being in any kind of human medical experiment.) 
 I therefore am not applying for an exemption from an illegal act by my employer. I do not need 
a religious reason to refuse to accept these injections; I have a legitimate property interest reason to 
refuse: I do not choose to risk losing my valuable health insurance coverage, my valuable life insurance 
coverage, and my valuable disability insurance coverage.  
 The only COVID-19 injections that are currently available are still “EAU,” meaning 
“emergency authorization use” only.  This means that, legally, they are still experimental.  My valuable 
property interests are at risk if I am injected with any of these compounds, because insurance policies 
exclude paying for injuries, death and disability caused by being in an experiment.  So if I am injected 
with any experimental compounds, my insurers can and will claim that any and all future claims for 
medical benefits, death benefits, or disability benefits were caused by participating in an experiment.   
 So, when employees are unable to recover from their insurers, to whom will they turn instead?  
Newsom and his friends?  Or to the employer who unlawfully forced them to be injected or be fired?  
Once again, Newsom and friends are trying to get what they want, while making everyone else liable.  
Think about it logically.  If insurers do not have to pay out a lot of the income they’ve taken in as 
premiums, this means huge windfall profits in which their shareholders will share.  Wouldn’t you like 
to know if Newsom and friends have major investments in the big insurance companies? and/or in the 
big vaccine, or tests, or mask manufacturers?  Or companies that make any COVID-19 related items? 
  In addition to not wanting to lose my valuable property interests in future insurance coverage, I 
do not want to risk my health or endanger my life.  I am educated and know how to do primary 
research rather than rely on television, radio and popular print media for medical information.  Based 
on such independent research into primary sources, I firmly believe that none of the COVID-19 
vaccines are safe, let alone effective, and that, in fact, as Dr. Fauci has stated repeatedly, vaccines are 
not perfect, do not protect one from re-infection, do not prevent transmission, and actually can cause 
others to contract the disease which the vaccine was intended to prevent, as witness the relatively 
recent measles and polio outbreaks.   
 Such outbreaks were traced, not to the wild measles and polio viruses, but to the man-made 
(and imperfect) vaccines for both illnesses.  It therefore is not surprising that multiple medical 
professionals, including virologists, have concluded that the “Delta variant” is actually coming from 
the vaccinated rather than the non-vaccinated.  I do not want to become a vector of the virus that is 
causing COVID-19, and risk infecting those with whom I come into contact.  This is another reason I 
am not going to accept this injection. 



 I also believe, based on my independent research, that the number of deaths allegedly caused by 
COVID-19, have been overstated (a fact admitted recently by the CDC) because hospitals and doctors 
were financially incentivized to list a death as from COVID-19 when, at best, the decedent merely had 
some minute amounts of the viral cause of the COVID-19 syndrome, and at worst merely “tested” as 
having such viral contamination through the use of discredited testing methods, such as the nasal swabs 
that have been in use, without FDA approval, for more than a year before belatedly finally being 
recalled by the FDA under its medical device recall program. 
 I also know, based on my independent research, that the personal risk factors that make 
contracting, and becoming seriously ill or dying from COVID-19, such that I believe that my risks from 
not being injected are less than the risks from being injected with any vaccine with such a short track 
record, particularly those using a new technology (mRNA) and manufactured by companies with 
abysmal records at bringing successful products to market without ending up being sued and fined by 
government agencies. 
 Therefore, in my considered opinion, all of the above factors, plus the risk/benefit calculation 
involved in deciding whether or not to take this injection (no matter which manufacturer was involved), 
militate in favor of not taking the risk and not taking the injection.  The Preamble of the American 
Constitution, as well as the Ninth, Tenth and Fourteenth Amendments, make it my constitutional right 
to make my own, individual health care decisions, rather than to have such decisions imposed on me, 
and that right is re-affirmed in California’s Health & Safety Code, section 24170 et seq., and in the 
ICCPR, both of which embody the Nuremberg Code, which forbids pressuring anyone, in any way, to 
be part of a human medical experiment. These laws mean that not even members of a military force 
can lawfully be pressured into being vaxxed!  Not even by the President of the United States! 
 The COVID-19 injections are all currently unapproved by the FDA.  This means that, legally, 
they are all experimental.  However, each vaccine, even those approved by the FDA, each drug, even 
those approved by the FDA, and each medical treatment, even those approved by the FDA, are, in 
reality and medically, experiments.  That is because each person may have any one of many side 
effects.  This real and medical fact, which is also a legal fact, is expressed by this formula: “N = 1,” 
meaning an experiment of one person.   
 Therefore, my legal right to refuse to take any form of treatment, including any of the 
COVID-19 injections, is clear.  So, too, is the illegal nature of an employer’s effort to try to pressure 
me to take any form of medical treatment or care.   In other words, religious or medical reasons to be 
exempt from being forced to take a dangerous injection are, to me, irrelevant, given that I have very 
legitimate personal, property interest, and legal reasons to say “No.”   
 Therefore, I will not agree to be injected in order to keep my job.  If this exercise of my 
constitutional, statutory and international treaty rights is unacceptable to my employer, then my 
employer is going to have to fire me.  That is because I am not going to quit just because Newsom and 
friends are trying to pressure all California’s employers to do their dirty work, and to take all the risks 
for doing so.  My employer will have to fire me, because I am not going to be scared into quitting. 
 I hope my employer realizes that these mandates and laws are equally unlawful when it comes 
to using them to pressure employers.  If Newsom and friends cannot legally pressure employees to be 
injected, then how can they pressure employers to pressure employees? It makes no logical sense! 
  I do not need any factual reason to decline to let the government make my healthcare decisions 
for me.  Nonetheless, I will point out that I see only risks and no benefits for me, from COVID-19 
vaccines.  The statistics initially being kept on the VAERS website showed that there had been more 
adverse vaccine events in just the first four months that such vaccines were being given than in the 



previous 30 years of reports to that system combined. Such events included, but were not limited to, as 
of July 9, 2021, more than 4,000 deaths, 800 miscarriages, 4,000 heart attacks, 9,000 life-threatening 
events, and as of September 1, 2021, 52 deaths due to anaphylactic shock, and more than 24,000 severe 
allergic reactions. Why should I take such a risk, when my risk of dying from COVID-19 is less than 
ninety nine percent (99 %)? 
 The vaccine for the swine flu was recalled after just 25 deaths.  So the FDA’s failure to recall 
these COVID-19 vaccines, and the CDC’s failure to step in, indicates that the FDA and CDC do not 
care who gets injured, despite the risk/benefit analysis I mentioned above.  I thus cannot put my faith in 
anything they recommend when it comes to COVID-19. 

Any Effort to Impose Alternative COVID-19 Related Demands Are Also Illegal 
 I will not agree to any alternatives to the COVID-19 injection.  I mention this because some 
employers are telling employees who refuse to be injected with the COVID-19 injection that it is then 
the employees’ responsibility to get tested and to keep track of such testing, and that such testing must 
be done on the employees’ own time, and at the employees’ own expense.  
 Some employers are also controlling when employees can be tested, by, e.g., telling employees 
that “Testing will not be allowed immediately prior to your shift.”  In other words, by not allowing 
employees to test when they are already close to a testing site, the employer is not-to-subtly pressuring 
employees to give in and get injected.  Some employers have also even stated that “Testing and travel 
are non-paid time.” 
 These tests are not for the employees’ convenience or benefit; they are for the employer’s 
benefit.  Accordingly, the following Labor Code section applies – which I am sure that most employers, 
at least those with legal counsel and human resource department personnel, already know.  More and 
more employees have also been educated about their rights under the Labor Code.  If an employer tried 
to shift the cost of testing onto its employees, I suspect that such evidence of bad faith and knowing 
misconduct might suffice to subject it to the penalties and citations authorized under the Labor Code. 
 California Labor Code, section 2802, provides: 
  “(a) An employer shall indemnify his or her employee for all necessary expenditures or losses 
incurred by the employee in direct consequence of the discharge of his or her duties, or of his or her 
obedience to the directions of the employer, even though unlawful, unless the employee, at the time of 
obeying the directions, believed them to be unlawful.” 

 As discussed below, an attorney with whom I have consulted believes that these COVID-19 
testing requirements that some employers are trying to impose on employees are unlawful.  So, if 
I agree to them, my employer can refuse to indemnify me for their costs.  I therefore will not 
engage in the testing required by my employer unless and until my employer can prove that its 
testing requirements are lawful. 

 Labor Code section 2802 goes on to provide: 

“(b) All awards made by a court or by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement for reimbursement 
of necessary expenditures under this section shall carry interest at the same rate as judgments in civil 
actions. Interest shall accrue from the date on which the employee incurred the necessary expenditure 
or loss. 



“(c) For purposes of this section, the term “necessary expenditures or losses” shall include all 
reasonable costs, including, but not limited to, attorney’s fees incurred by the employee enforcing the 
rights granted by this section. 

“(d) In addition to recovery of penalties under this section in a court action or proceedings pursuant to 
Section 98, the commissioner may issue a citation against an employer or other person acting on behalf 
of the employer who violates reimbursement obligations for an amount determined to be due to an 
employee under this section. The procedures for issuing, contesting, and enforcing judgments for 
citations or civil penalties issued by the commissioner shall be the same as those set forth in Section 
1197.1. Amounts recovered pursuant to this section shall be paid to the affected employee.” 

 In other words, Newsom and friends are putting employers into the position of facing legal 
actions by employees and/or by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, and risking not only the 
cost of having to retain legal representation, but the risk of fines, awards of damages, legal interest on 
such damages, and the risk of having to pay the legal fees of employees and/or the Division of Labor 
Standards Enforcement. 

!
The Testing Requirements for COVID-19 Are Unlawful 

 Some employers are now planning to demand that employees test regularly for COVID-19, and/
or that they wear a mask during work hours if they are not vaccinated.  There are several reasons such 
demands are illegal. Those reasons include the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 
 First, COVID-19 tests of anyone, when they show no evidence of being sick with COVID-19, 
e.g., they are not sneezing, coughing, having a runny nose, and have not called in sick because they felt 
unwell as though they had a respiratory illness, are violations of that person’s Fourth Amendment, 
constitutional right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. Sticking a swab up someone’s 
nose to collect  biological samples is a search and seizure, and is unreasonable in the absence of 
probable cause, e.g., any evidence the person is ill with COVID-19, the ostensible excuse for the search 
and seizure. But even those symptoms are not probable cause for a search because they are just as 
indicative of any seasonal cold or flu as of the allegedly deadly COVID-19 cold virus. 
 Normally, the Fourth Amendment only protects citizens from unreasonable searches and 
seizures by the government.  However, because the CDC’s protocols and guidances “mandate” these 
COVID-19 tests, the governmental involvement necessary for a constitutional objection clearly exists. 
Such involvement makes any such tests as demanded by any employer, in the absence of probable 
cause, a clear violation of employees’ rights under the Fourth Amendment of the Constitution.  Just as 
police departments and other agencies have been held financially liable for violating criminal 
defendants’ Fourth Amendment rights, so, too, employers can be held financially liable for violating 
employees’ Fourth Amendment rights. 
 Second, requiring such tests only of un-vaccinated employees indicates that testing is being 
used as a punishment for not agreeing to be injected, while not being routinely tested is a reward for 
agreeing to be injected.  Applying this kind of carrot or stick pressure to get employees to agree to be 
involved in what is clearly a human medical experiment is a clear violation of employees’ rights under 
the Nuremberg Code as previously described. 



 Third, the tests being used to determine if a person “has” COVID-19 are unreliable.  The 
inventor of the PCR test has stated that such test was never developed to, and cannot, diagnose if a 
person is actually ill (and therefore capable of transmitting an illness).  In addition, the test is not 
standardized, because the testing equipment can be adjusted so that it can detect the most minute 
fragments of a virus, fragments than cannot make the host ill, and that hence are incapable of 
transmitting the illness. 

Masks: Another Unwarranted Violation  
of Employees’ Rights to Determine Own Health Care? 

 Given that employers seem to be adding more and more stress-provoking demands related to 
COVID-19 to employees’ tasks, any demand that an employee wear a mask during work hours is 
clearly a form of punishment, humiliation (slaves were often forced to wear masks), dehumanization of 
one’s person (as shown by the use of masks in theater), and a danger to employees’ own health, but 
with no scientifically established comparable benefit to the health of anyone else.   
 This is because there is no conclusive evidence that when a healthy, asymptomatic person 
routinely wears a mask, this actually prevents the spread of the corona virus that causes COVID-19 
syndrome.  In fact, statistics from the various states with varying mask mandates have demonstrated 
that mask wearing has had little beneficial effect on preventing the spread of such illness.  
 A comparison of Florida’s and California’s experiences with relaxed versus strict mask 
mandates, including rates of COVID-19 cases, showed that Florida fared better than did California 
despite Florida’s significantly higher percentage of older residents (the population most at risk from 
COVID-19), and despite the fact that while California closed Disneyland, Florida had allowed Disney 
World to be open to visitors from around the world. 
 In fact, at the beginning of the COVID crisis, both the CDC and WHO’s websites stated that 
healthy people should not wear masks.  No explicit reasons, supported by peer-reviewed studies, were 
given to explain the scientific or medical reason that they then began to require healthy people to wear 
masks. The combination of these facts suggests that requiring healthy people to wear masks is not 
related to any scientifically sound medical reason.  
 Next, there is plenty of scientific, study-based evidence that requiring healthy people to work in 
masks many hours a day, has deleterious health consequences.  (See, e.g., the many studies footnoted in 
the article, “Face Masks Pose Serious Risks to the Healthy” by Dr. Russell Blaylock.) The wearing of a 
face mask at work has had a negative impact on me, so, based on the formula “N = 1,” a medical 
experiment of one person, it is my decision that, unless I am actually ill, in which case I should not 
come to work, I should not be required by my employer to wear a mask unless a specific task, e.g., 
serving in an operating theater, makes the use of masks scientifically justifiable. Once again, when 
taken altogether, these facts indicate that constant wearing of a mask at work, with its accompanying 
deleterious impact on the wearer’s health, is being used as a punishment for not agreeing to be injected, 
and not being required to wear a mask is a reward for giving in to an injection.   
 The masks, of course, also serve as “a badge of infamy,” like the Scarlet letter, so that such 
employees can be singled out for disapproval, questioning and accusations by their fellow employees.  
Applying this kind of pressure to get employees to agree to be involved in a human medical experiment 
is a clear violation of their, and my, rights under the Nuremberg Code as previously described. 
 An attorney with whom I have consulted believes that the COVID-19 masking requirements 
that some employers are trying to impose on employees are just as unlawful as are the COVID testing 
requirements.  I therefore will not engage in the masking required by my employer unless and until my 



employer can prove that its masking requirements are lawful, i.e., are based on scientific studies related 
to the same circumstances faced by me in my workplace. I do reserve the right to wear a mask when I 
conclude, based on ascertainable specific facts, that a mask is useful for protecting myself or others. 

Conclusion  
 I am not seeking a religious or medical exemption from my employer’s unlawful efforts to get 
me to give up my legal rights under the applicable laws described above. 
 I am not going to accept a COVID-19 injection, because it is a violation of my legal rights 
under the applicable laws described above. 
 I am not going to submit to my employer’s testing demands because I believe them to be 
unlawful, and, until my employer proves that they are lawful, my employer can thus avoid paying for 
the testing expenses that are the employer’s responsibility, not mine, under the Labor Code. 
 Until my employer proves that its demand that I wear a mask has some legitimate, scientifically 
established benefit to others that outweighs the detriment to my mental, emotional and physical health 
of wearing a mask at work, I am not going to wear a mask unless I myself am ill (in which case I will 
stay home and not come to work), or unless I believe that wearing a mask is beneficial, rather than 
deleterious, to my health. 
 Please place a copy of this letter in my file, and I, too, will keep a copy. 
  
 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this document 
was executed on (month)________________ (date) ___________, 2021, in California. 

_________________________________  _________________________________________ 
 PRINTED NAME         SIGNATURE


